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Abstract

Semiconvex spaces are intermediates between locally convex spaces and the non locally con-

vex topological vector spaces. They include all locally convex spaces; hence it is a generalization

of locally convex spaces[5}. In this article, we make a study of weighted semiconvex spaces par-

allel to weighted locally convex spaces where continuous functions are replaced with measurable

functions and Np family replaces Nachbin family on a locally compact space X. Among others,

we examine the Hausdorffhess, completenes, inductive limits, barrelledness and countably bar-

relledness of weighted semiconvex spaces. New results are obtained while we have a more elegant

proofs of old results. Furthermore, we get extensions of some of the old results. It is observed

that the technique of proving theorems in weighted locally convex spaces can be adapted to that

of weighted semicovex spaces of measurable functions in most cases.
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1. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper (except otherwise stated), X will denote;

(i) a locally compact Hausdorff space.

(ii) a measure space, with measure p, on a cr-algebra K such that N contains all Borel sets in X.

With this definition, closed sets and open sets are measurable.

An Np family, 0 < p < 1, Vp on X is defined as a set of non-negative measurable functions

v : X -> [0, oo] satisfying the following condition: if u and v G Vp and A > 0, there is w £ Vp

such that Xu, Xv < w (pointwise) on X.

Members of Vp are called weights. The set of all continuous p-seminorms(called k-pseudometrics

in [5] & [6]) on X is an Np family on X. It should be noted that a Nachbin family on X is an

Np family.

Note that p is redundant in the definition of the Np family. Its importance, as we will see later,

is that it is relevant in characterizing the semiconvex topology.

M(X) shall denote the space of all complex valued measurable functions on X and Mj,(X) shall

be the space of all measurable functions that are bounded almost everywhere(a.e) on X. For

/ € Mb(X), define ||/||p = fx \f\pd[i and hence ||A/||J,=|Ap||/||p. We will refer to the topology

induced by ||.||p on M^(X) as the p-normed topology .

ME{X) shall denote the space of all measurable functions on X that are identically zero outside

some measurable subset of X. It is easy to see that Cc(X)-the space of all complex valued

continuous functions on X with compact supports is a subspace of Mg(X).

In fact ME(X) contains all the characteristic functions of measurable sets En,n € N, of X which

we will henceforth denote by XEn •

We shall assume that 0 < p < 1 and /J,(X) < oo throughout this paper.

The relationship between CC(X) and ME{X) is set forth in the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 1.1: CC{X) is I?{p) dense in ME{X).

PROOF: It is clear that CC(X) C ME(X). Let / e ME(X), then there is a measurable subset

A of X such that f(x) = 0 if x € A. Since /J,(X) < oo, then n(A) < oo and hence by [10,

Theorem 2.23], there is a g G CC(X) such that g = / except on a set B C X with /i(-B) < e and

sup \g(x)\ < sup |/(rc)|. Therefore,
xex xex

hence,

Jx xex



and thus CC(X) is LP{fj) dense in ME(X).

Let M0(X) denotes the space of all measurable functions on X such that for any e > 0, there

is a measurable set E C X, fx{E) = 0 and \f(x)\ < e for all x G -X" \ E. This is an analogue of

C0(X) -the space of all continuous complex valued functions on X that vanish at infinity.

MO(X) is not empty. In fact CC(X) C ME(X) C M0(X).

We shall let M% (X) denote the set of all positive valued functions in ME{X). If Vp and Up

are two Np families on X such that for every v G Vp there is u in Vp such that v < u a.e., we

write V? < Up. We write Vp ~ £/? if and only if V? < Up and Up < Vp.

2. Weighted semiconvex spaces

If Vp is an Np family on X, then the corresponding weighted space is

MVp{X) = {f € M{X) : fv € MO{X) V v eVp}

If MV<f (X) is endowed with the weighted topology W£ generated by the family of p-seminorms

{pv,v G Vp} where pv(f) = \\fv\\p for each / in MV£{X) and for a fixed v G Vp, then it is a

semiconvex space [6]. A base of balanced semiconvex neighbourhoods of zero is formed by the

sets

Vp = {/ 6 MV?(X) : \\fv\\p < 1, v G Vp}

Vy is a semiconvex set since \\fv\\ is a p- seminorm by construction.

EXAMPLES

(i). Consider V[IJ], the space of all equivalent classes of measurable functions on X such that

fx \f(x)\pdv < oo with a metric defined by

d(f,g)=fx\f(x)-g(x)\pd».
IJ'lfj] = MVo(X) algebraically and topologically whenever Vp = M+(X)

(ii). L?[Q, 1], the space of all equivalence classes of Lebesque measurable functions on [0,1] such

that /Q1 \f{x)\pdiJ, < oo with the metric defined by d(f,g) = /Q1 \f(x) - g(x)\pdx where Vp =

M+[0,1]. 1^10,1] is a particular case of Example 1.

(iii). £p sequence spaces where Vp is the set of all sequences (with positive coordinates) con-

verging to zero.

For more examples see [7],



The following result will be needed in this paper.

PROPOSITION 2.1: ME{X) is W$ dense in MVg(X).

PROOF: It is clear that ME{X) C MVg{X). Let / G MVg(X), then f is measurable. By [10,

Theorm 1.17] there are simple measurable functions sn on X such that 0 < si < S2 < </

and sn ->• / as n -> oo . Clearly each sn G MVg(X). \(f-sn)v\p < \fv\p for each v eV. \fv\p is

integrable on X since fv G M0(X) and hence by the Lebesque dominated convergence Theorem,

IK/ — Sn)v||p -4 0 as n -4 oo. / — sn eVg and so, each W% neighbourhood of f intersects some

sn G ME(X). Thus f is in the W£ closure of ME{X) and hence ME(X) is Wg dense in MVg(X).

COROLLARY 2.2: CC(X) is Iffa] dense in V\ji].

PROOF: In view of Example 1, Propositions 1.1 and 2.1 give the proof.

We then have a result extending the previously known result for 1 < p < oo.

COROLLARY 2.3: For 0 < p < oo, CC(X) is L?\jt] dense in D>[X].

PROOF: In view of [10, Theorem 3.4], the proof follows immediately from Corollary 2.2.

We now find conditions under which MVg{X) is Hausdorff, which is an analogue of the

locally convex spaces[ll].

PROPOSITION 2.4: MVg{X) is Hausdorff under Wfi if and only if for every measurable set

E in X for which there is an f G MVg(X) such that f (E ^ 0, we can find v € Vp such that

v/E^O a.e.

PROOF: Assume MVg{X) is Hausdorff, then for each 0 ^ / G MVg(X) there is a p- seminorm

pv such that pv{f) 7̂  0 i.e. there is a v G Vp such that \\fv\\p =£ 0. Set / = XE G ME{X), then

\fv\p ^ 0 a.e. on E. But / = 1 on E, hence, v/E ^ 0 a.e.

Conversely, suppose there is 0 ^ / G MV$(X) such that f/E ^ 0. If we can find v G Vp

such that v/E ^ 0 a.e., then / \fv\pd/j, ^ 0 for some v G Vp i.e. pv{f) ^ 0 and so MVg{X) is

Hausdorff.

The following Theorem is a partial analogue of [12, Theorem 2.1].

PROPOSITION 2.5: Let Vp be an Np family on X such that X has a a — finite measure and

Mg(X) < Vp, then MVQ(X) is Hausdorff under Wfi if X contains a dense measurable subset

PROOF: Let Y be a dense measurable subset of X and suppose / G MVg(X),f ^ 0. Then

since Y is dense in X there is an x0 G X such that XY(%O) = 1 > 0. XY Q M^(X), hence since



Mg(X) < Vp we can find v € Vp such that XY < v a.e. and hence fv > fxY a.e. Therefore

Mf) = Ix l/lPyPdM > 0 and so MVg{X) is Hausdorff.

It should be observed that in the characterization of Hausdorffness in the weighted convex

spaces, Y must be locally compact and V < C+{X) [12, Theorem 2.1]. Those restrictions are

not necessary in the semiconvex weighted spaces.

The relationship between two Nachbin families is set forth in the following Theorem which

will be useful in the next section.

THEOREM 2.6: If UP and VP be Np families on X, then UP < Vp if and only if (1) MVf{X) C

MU%(X) (2) W£/MVP(X) < Wi.

PROOF: Assume IP < Vp, it is clear that MVg(X) C MUg(X). To prove (2), let Ul be

an arbitrary neighbourhood of zero in W%, we want to show that there is v G Vp such that

V$ C US n MVO
P(X). life Vf, then / e MVoP(X) and ||/v||p < 1. Pick v such that u < w,

then \\fu\\p < 1 and hence, f EUu and the proof is complete. Conversely assume conditions (1)

and (2) of the Theorem hold. If u e Up, then there is a v € Vp such that V* C[ /^n MVi{X).

If we set A = {x € X : (u — v)(x) > 0}, we will show that A is empty. Assume A is non empty

and xoeA,\etB = {xeX: v(x) < "(*<>)+"(*•>)}. Clearly xo G B. Also XB e MV0{X). Choose

/ = 2(v{x0) + U(XO))-1XB, then / € MVS{X). Also

\f{x)\v{x) = 2XB(Z)V{X)V(X0) + U{XO)~1 < 2v{x)v(xo) + u(xo)~l < 1 V x G X

. If fj,(X) is assumed to be b, b > 0, then \\fv\\pleqb. This implies that / G \V$ C i[/^.

But \f(x0)\u{x0) > 1 and thus / ^ 1̂7̂  which contradicts / G \UZ- Hence A is empty and so

UP < Vp.

The technique used here is that used to prove the analogue in locally convex spaces by Sum-

mers[ll,Theorem 3.1. and 3.3.]. But it should be observed that in proving the converse in the

semiconvex setting, no assumption is necessary.

COROLLARY 2.7: If IP and Vp are Np families on X with UP ~ V*, then MVf(X) = MU%(X)

i.e. they are the same sets with the same topologies.

3. Countably hyperbarrelledness in MV£(X)

We now consider the question as to when MV£(X) is hyperbarrelled. We will adopt the

approach in [12] used for the locally convex weighted spaces. We shall recall the following defi-

nitions from [5] and [6].



DEFINITION 1: A closed, balanced and absorbent semiconvex set is called an hyperbarrel.

DEFINITION 2: A semiconvex topological vector space E is hyperbarrelled if every hyperbarrel

in E is a neighbourhood of zero.

DEFINITION 3: A semiconvex space E is called countably hyperbarrelled if each hyperbarrel

which is a countable union of balanced, semiconvex and closed neighbourhoods of zero in E is

a neighbourhood of zero.

First we show when MV£(X) is countably hyperbarrelled. We assume that ix{X) = b, b G R+

throughout this section. The technique used in the two Lemmas below is due to [3] although

under a different setting.

LEMMA 3.1: Let Vp be an Np family on X with v and w as members of Vp, then V£ C V& if

and only if w(x) < v(x) for all x G X.

PROOF: If w(x) < v(x) for all x € X, then V» < V£. Conversely assume there is a x0 G X such

that w(xo) > v{x0). Take A > 0 with v{xo)
p < Xpbp~1 < w(xo)

p. The set G = {x G X : v(x) <

Xb p } is measurable, since v is a measurable function [10,Theorem 1.2]. Define / : X ->• R by

|/(a;)| = (bX)-lXG(z) for all x G X.

\f(x)\v(x) = (bX^XGixHx) =

It is clear that fv G ME{X) C M0(X) for all v G Vp and hence / G MVg{X). We also claim

that / G V?. \f(x)\v(x) = 0 for all x G X/G. Also, |/(a;)|u(x) = ^ < (£)* for all x G G.

Therefore fx \f(x)\pv(x)pd/j, < fi(X)(D = 1 and hence / G V?. Also ^0- > A and x0 G G,

and so \f(xo)\
pw{xo)

p = ̂ ^ > \, x0 G G. Thus Jx \f{x)\pw{x)pdn > lfi(X), hence / £ V%,

i.e. Vv 2 Vw and the proof is complete.

In the sequel, we put ̂  = 0, and jj = oo.

LEMMA 3.2: Let s be an arbitrary function from X to [0, oo] such that the set N = {/ G

MVo(X) : | / | < s a.e.} is absorbent in MV£(X), then there is a smallest weight vs greater than

j a.e. and N = VVs.

PROOF: Since N is absorbent, then for every / G MVg{X), there is a A > 0 such that / G AiV.

Since MV$(X) ^ 0, sup |/(a;)| ^ 0. Denote sup |/(a;)| = n(x). It is easy to check that ^ is
feN feN

a weight on X. Since sup |/(a;)| < s(x) a.e. by the definition of N, then n < s a.e. and hence
feN

n > 7 a.e. Since n ^ O , ^ is finite and so j is finite a.e. Define vs = {inf v : v is a weight on



X, j < v a. e}. It is easy to see that vs is a weight on X. Also, Vf C Vj£ C JV C Vf. Therefore

DEFINITION 4: A subset N of MV?{X) is called a full subset if N = {/ G MVg(X) : \f\ <

n a.e.} where n(x) = sup |/(a;)| (see [3]).
feN

LEMMA 3.3: Let {Ni7i £ N} be a sequence of full subsets of MV£{X) and TH = sup \f{x)\.
feNi

Then N = f]Ni is a full subset of MV<?(X) and
N = {fe MVo

p{X) : |/(ar)| < inf m(x)}.

PROOF: Put n(x) - sup \f{x)\. It is easy to see that N = {/ € MVf(X) : \f\ < n a.e.} =
f€N

{/ € MVg(X) : | / | < inf m a.e.}.

DEFINITION 5: Let Vp be an Np family on X, we define a new Np family (Vt)
p on X by ad-

joining the smallest weights (including thier multiples) greater than the suprema of all countable

weights in Vp to Vp.

LEMMA 3.4: Let Vp be an Np family on X and (vn)n be the set of all sequences (vn) in Vp.

Let vs(n) be the smallest weight greater than supun for each (vn) € Vp. Then (Vt)p is the system
n

of all positive multiples of vs(n) as (vn) runs through all sequences in Vp.

REMARK 3.5: Let {Umn € n} be a sequence of balanced, semiconvex and closed neighbour-

hood of zero in MVo(X) such that U = f]{Un,n 6 N} is an hyperbarrel. Then for each Un,

there is an vn € Vp such that V$n C Un and thus f]Vp
n C f]Un = U. Clearly f)Kfn is ab-

sorbent. Assume n{X) < 1, then Vvn = {/ G MVo(X) : \f(x)\ < ^ W a.e.} hence by Lemma

3.3 n{V&,i>« G Vp} = {fe MVi{X) : | /(x)| < inf ̂  a.e.}. Let s = inf i . By Lemma 3.2,

there exists a smallest weight greater than | and f\V$n = V£a — {/ € MVo(X) : ||/f5||p < 1}.

Clearly (Vt)p is the system of all positive multiples vs of weights obtained in this way as (vn)

runs through all sequences Vp. Assume Vp ~ (Vt)p, then V£s and thus U is a neighbourhood

of zero in MVg{X) = M{Vt)l{X). Therefore M{Vtf0{X) = MVP(X) is countably hyperbar-

relled. Conversely assume MVo(X) is countably hyperbarrelled, then U is a neighbourhood of

zero in MV£{X) and hence there is v € Vp such that V£ C U. Also, VVs C U. Since U is

arbitrary and vs is the smallest weight greater than j , then v can be chosen such that vs < v.

Hence (Vt)
p < Vp. It is easy to see that Vp < {Vt)

p from the construction of {Vt)
p. Therefore

Vp ~ {Vt)p. Thus we have shown the following.

THEOREM 3.6: Let y(X) be a probability measure, then MVo{X) is countably hyperbarrelled

if and only if Vp ~ V .



COROLLARY 3.7: Assume JJL(X) is a probaility measure and MVP(X) is meirizable, then

MVo(X) is hyperbarrelled if and only ifVp~V .

PROOF: A metrizable countably hyperbarrelled space is hyperbarrelled.

COROLLARY 3.8: If fj,(X) be a probability measure, then Ufa) is hyperbarrelled.

PROOF: Since Ufa) is metrizable, it is sufficient to show that M+(X) = Vp ~ (Vt)
p in view of

the fact that Ufa) = MVg(X) whenever Vp = M0(X). It is clear that if each vn is in MO(X),

then supvn G M+(X). Set s(x) = inf ^ J J , then -^ = supvn(a;) C M+(X). Since j is a

weight in Vp, by setting vs = ± it is clear that (Vt)
p C M+(X) = Vp i.e. (Vt)

p < Vp. Since

yp < yP (m general) the proof is complete.

4. Completeness and Inductive limits of weighted semiconvex spaces

We now examine the completeness of MV£(X).

LEMMA 4.1: M0(X) is complete in the p-normed topology \\.\\p.

PROOF: Let (/n) be a Cauchy net in M0(X). For each neighbourhood of zero U in ||.||p, there

is a k such that fn € fm + U for all m,n > k. Thus the net (/„) uniformly converges to / say.

Since each (/n) is measurable and the limit of every pointwise convergent sequence of measurable

functions is measurable, then / is measurable. Hence there is an n such that fn £ / + U for

each neighbourhood U of zero in ||.||p and hence / e fn + U. Thus, / \fn — f\pdfj, < e, e > 0 i.e.

there is a b > 0 such that | ( /n - f)(x)\p < eb a.e. Thus |(/n - / ) (ar) | ' < eb for all x G X/A where

fi(A) = 0. Also, since fn G Mo(X),then there is a measurable set B of X such that \fn(x)\ < e

foml\xeX\B. Hence \f(x)\ < \(f-fn)(x)\ + \fn(x)\ < (eb)p +e for all x <E X\B U A and so,

since B \ cup A is measurable, / € M0{X). Thus we have shown that (M0(X), \\.\\p) is complete.

THEOREM 4.2: Let Up be an Np family, on X such that for each i s l , there exists au£Up

such that u(x) > 0 a.e. If MU%{X) is complete and Vp is an Np family on X with Up < Vp,

then MVP(X) is complete.

PROOF: Let (/*) be a W£-Cauchy net in MVg{X). It follows from Theorem 2.6 that (/,) is

Wl-Cauchy and hence we can find / € MU%(X) such that ft -?• f(Wi). Since (ft) is W^-Cauchy

net in MV?(X), then for any V? G W$, there exists k such that ft G fj + V$ for all i,j > k.

Then ||(/i - fj)v\\p < 1 i.e.||/^ - fjv\\p < 1 for all i,j > k. Since ftv G M0(X) for each v£V,

then ftv is a Cauchy net in (M0(X), ||.||p) and hence by Lemma 4.1, there exists fv € M0(X)

such that ftv -> /u(||-||P). By assumption, if x € X, there exists u G Up such that u(x) > 0 a.e.

Then since Up < Vp there is a v G Vp such that v(x) > 0 a.e. and so fv = fv a.e. for every

v G Vp. Since fv G M0(X) for every v G F, / G MVo
ppQ. Also since /JU -» /«(||.||p) for every



v G V, there is A; such that for all i > k, say, ||/iV — fv\\p < 1 and so fa — f G Vjf thus /j —>• / (Wf) .

COROLLARY 4.3: Lei Vp 6e an Np family on X such that M+{X) < Vp. Then MVg(X) is

complete.

PROOF: Setting IP{fi) = MU$(X) with IP = M+{X), (see Example 1), since IP {pi) is com-

plete, then by Theorem 4.2, MVo{X) is complete.

We will now consider the inductive limits of weighted spaces. We shall examine the pro-

jective description of weighted inductive limits as an analogue of the weighted locally convex

spaces studied in [1].

Let {Vn, n G N} be a sequence of Np families on X such that V%+1 < V% for each n G N.

We shall denote ind. M(V£)O(X) by VPM(X). We want to describe the weighted inductive

limit VPM(X), analogous to the case of weighted spaces of continuous functions, in terms of an

associated Np family on X.

Let vn G V£ and « n > 0 for each n; if we put v{x) = inf{anvn(x),n G N, x G X}, then v(x)

is clearly a weight on X. Scalar multiples of all those weights on X form an Np family on X

which we will denote V1'. Clearly V^ contains every Np family Vp on X that satisfies Vp <V£

for each n G N.

We first state the following results:

LEMMA 4.4: Let Vp be an Np family on a a-compact space X and fj, a probability measure,

then MV^(X) and VPM(X) induce the same topology on M0(X).

PROOF: We follow the proof of the analogous result in the weighted spaces of continuous

functions(See [4, pll4,Lemma 4]) with some modifications. Since the canonical injection of

VPM(X) into MV0(X) is continuous, we can fix an arbitrary neighbourhood U of zero in

VPM(X) and then have to prove that the intersection of M0{X) with some zero neighbourhood

in M F Q ( X ) is contained in U. By the description of a basis of zero neighbourhood in an

inductive limit, we may assume without loss of generality that U is an absolutely convex hull of

the form r((Jn Bn), where

Bn = {/ G M(Vp)0(X) : | | /«n | |p < Pn,vn G Vn}

and pn is positive for each n G N. Put v = inf ~vn G V . It remains to show that
neN Pn

{/ G M0{X) : \\fv\\p < 1 C U. Fix f E M0(X) with \\fv\\p < 1. For each n, let Fn de-

note the measurable subset {x G X : j-vn(x)\f(x)\ > 1} of X. We observe that f]Fn is empty

because for any x G f]Fn, ^vn(x)\f(x)\ > 1 holds for each n, whereby \\fv\\p > 1 contradicting

\\fv\\p < 1. For each Fn, we can find a closed set Cn such that Cn C ^[10, Theorem 2.17a].



f\Cn is empty. Hence putting Un = X\Cn for each n, each Un is measurable and (Un,n G N) is

an open covering of X. Let {ipn)n C CC(X) be a continuous partition of unity on supp f which

is surbordinate to (Un)n. We then take gn = 2nipnf G M0(X) C M{V£)0{X) for each n and

estimate H n̂̂ nllp = Il^n2nun/||p = \\pn<Pnp^vnf\\p < pn. Thus each gn G Bn, and hence f =

pnf is an element of T(\Jn Bn) = U and the proof is complete .

The following result will also be needed.

LEMMA 4.5: Given a semiconvex space (Ei,ei), let Ei denote a linear subspace and €2 a semi-

convex topology on E2 which in finer than the topology induced by t\. If ei and 62 induce the

same topology on some dense linear subspace D of (E2,€2), then (.2 = e\/E2-

PROOF: The proof is essentilly the same as the one for locally convex space in [1, Lemma 1.2].

We now have the following result which is an analogue of [1, Theorem 1.3].

THEOREM 4.6: Let X be a a-compact space and fi a probability measure.

(1) If {Vn, n G N} is a sequence of Np families on X such that V%+1 < V% for each n G N, then

the canonical injection from YPM(X) into MV^(X) is a topological isomorphism.

(2) Suppose M+pO < V£ for each neN, then MVl(X) is the completion ofVpM(X).

PROOF: (1) If (#i,ei) = M F ( X ) , (E2,e2) = FPM(X) and D=M0{X) in Lemma 4.5, then

the proof follows clearly from Lemma 4.4.

(2) Since MV^iX) is complete by Corollary 4.3, and the fact that MO(X) is dense in VPM(X),

an application of (1) completes the proof.

Linear subspaces and Quotient spaces of weighted spaces

We now answer the question as to when a linear subspace of a weighted semiconvex space is

of the same sort.

THEOREM 5.1: Let U? be a Np family on X such that M+(X) < Up, and L 56 0 a subspace

of MU${X) such that L C Mb{X). If there is an Np family Vp on X such that Up < Vp and

aL.v e Up for each v € Vp, where aL = sup \f\, then L = MVg{X) and Wi/MV?(X) < W$.

PROOF: Let / G L, then f.aL.v G M+(X) for all v G Vp. Therefore / G MVg{X) and thus

L C MVf(X). Conversely, let /1 G MVg{X) C MU§(X) such that /a £ L. We can choose

/1 > ocL. /1 G MU$(X) implies fx.aL.v G M+(X) for all v G Vp. By the construction of

aL, v G M+(X) i.e. Vp < M+(X). Hence by our assumption M+(X) <UP <VP < M+(X)

and so Up ~ Vp. Thus MVg{X) = MU%(X). This contradicts our assumption. Therefore

/1 G L and so MV${X) C L. Thus L = MVf(X). The second part of the Theorem follows

immeditely from Theorem 2.6.
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Let L be a linear subspace of a weighted space MVo{X). Consider the canonical map

k : MVP(X) -» MV?(X)/L. The sets k{Vf), where {V$,v € Vp}, is a base of neighbourhood

for MVo{X) with the topology W$, form a base of neighbourhoods for the quotient topology

on MVP{X)/L[7).

We wish to show when MVp{X)jL with the quotient topology is a weighted semiconvex

space. First we show when it is a weighted space algebraically.

PROPOSITION 5.2: Let Vp be an Np family on X and L a linear subspace of MV${X). If

there is an Np family Up on X such that Up < Vp and for each v € Vp, there is a measurable set

B in X, with measure zero, such that v(x) < u(x) V a; € X/B for some u € U, then the quotient

space MVi{X)/L = MUg{X){algebraically).

PROOF: L C MV£{X) C MUg(X). By partitioning MUg(X) into equivalence classes {/ +

L}, f 6 MU%(X); it is easy to see that MV?(X)/L = MU%{X).

We now consider the question of weighted semiconvex quotient topology i.e. when is MVo(X)/L

MUg(X) topologically.

We adopt Warner's method[14] in proving the following Lemma.

LEMMA 5.3: Let (Vn, n G N) be a sequence of Np families on X and Up an Np family on X

such that Up < Vp for each n, and \Jn M(Vn)^(X) spans MUo(X). Let in be an inclusion map

from M(Vn)
p(X) -> MUo{X), then the semiconvex(sc) inductive limit topology on MUP(X)

coincides with the weighted sc.inductive limit topology.

PROOF: Let V be a sc. neighbourhood of zero in MU%(X) for the sc. inductive limit topol-

ogy. Then V D M(Vn)
p(X) is a neighbourhood of 0 in M(Vn)^(X) for each n. Hence there is

&vn& Vi such that Vt C 7 n M{Vnfo{X). Let W = \JnV&, then W C MUg(X). For let

/ G W, then / € V£n for some n by the construction of W. Hence fv € M0(X) for all v in some

Np family V*. Since IP < V% for each n, then fv e M0(X) for all v € Up i.e. W C MU%{X).

Let W be the semiconvex, balanced envelope(or hull) of W, then W is a neighbourhood of

zero for the sc.inductive limit topology on MUS(X)[7\. Since W C MUl{X),W C MU${X).

Since V is semiconvex and balanced and W C V, then W C V. Since W is absorbing so is

also W. Finally, it is easy to see that V& C W D M{Vnf0{X) c f n M{Vn)
p
0(X) for each n.

Thus W is a neighbourhood of zero for the weighted sc.inductive limit topology on MU%(X).

Hence the weighted sc.inductive limit is finer than the sc.inductive limit topology and since the

sc.inductive limit topology is the finest sc.topology on MU0(X) under which each inclusion map

in is continuous[9], then two inductive limit topologies coincide.
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Since the quotient topology is a special case of inductive limit topology[9, chap.5], then in

view of Proposition 5.2 and Lemma 5.3, we have

COROLLARY 5.4: Let Vp be an Np family on X and L be a linear subspace of MV£(X) with

the assumptions in Proposition 5.2, then MV£{X)/L with the quotient topology is a weighted

semiconvex space.

Let MVo (X) be a Hausdorff weighted semiconvex space and V a base of balanced semiconvex

neighbourhoods. If Up G T, choose a sequence {11^)^=1 from Y such that Up + Up C Up and

U*+1 + K+1 C ^ V n . Set

N(u) = f)£Li U% and let kN{u) : MVf(X) -> MV£{X)/N{u) be the quotient map. MV?{X)/N{u)

with the quotient topology is locally bounded ([5, pll4]). If the conditions of Proposition 5.2

are assumed, and setting L = N(u) in Corollary 5.4, MVo{X)/N(u) with the quotient topology

is a weighted locally bounded space. The map fejv(«) : MVo(X) -> MV£(X)/N(u) is a topo-

logical isomorphism from MVo(X) into the product x MV£(X)/N(u)[7] and hence we have

the following result.

THEOREM 5.5: Let Vp be an Np family on X. If there is an Np family Up on X such that

Xjv < ypf and for each v g yv> there is a measurable set B in X, with measure zero such that

v{x) < u(x) V x G X/B for some u € U, then MV£(X) is topologically isomorphic to a subspace

of a product of weighted locally bounded spaces.

Acknowledgments. The author is grateful to Prof. S.O. Iyahen for his helpful comments.
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